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By Leopoldo Gout

HarperCollins Publishers Inc, United States, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. In this chilling first novel by filmmaker, composer, and graphic novelist
Leopoldo Gout, a ghost story call-in program opens a doorway into the paranormal. A deliciously
creepy yarn. -Booklist From the cramped bowels of a dimly lit radio station, Ghost Radio is beamed
onto the airwaves. More than a call-in show to tell scary stories about vampires and poltergeists,
Ghost Radio is a sanctuary for those sleepless denizens of the night, lost halfway between this world
and the next. Joaquin, the hip, melancholy host, sits deep in a fog of cigarette smoke, fielding calls
from believers and detractors alike. He is joined in the booth by his darkly beautiful girlfriend,
Alondra, and his engineer, Watts. Soon what began as an underground cult sensation is primed to
break out to mainstream audiences. When a huge radio conglomerate offers to syndicate the show
and Ghost Radio becomes a national hit with an expanding legion of hardcore fans, neither
Joaquin, Alondra, nor Watts is remotely prepared for what is about to happen. When Joaquin
notices a curious and troubling phenomenon, he is inexplicably drawn further and further...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best work by any article writer. It usually does not price a lot of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aug ustine Pfa nner still--  Aug ustine Pfa nner still

Absolutely essential read through pdf. it was actually writtern extremely flawlessly and valuable. You will like how the writer publish this book.
-- Destin Leff ler-- Destin Leff ler
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